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Time-frequency signal processing is a well-established area
with applications ranging from bioengineering and wireless
communications to earthquake engineering and machine
monitoring. Signals in these applications are typically nonstationary and as such require joint time-frequency analysis.
The objective of this special issue is to bring together theoretical results and application of time-frequency methodologies
from investigators in the wireless communications and
bioengineering disciplines.
Twenty outstanding articles on novel theoretical results
and applications of time-frequency signal processing in wireless communications and biomedical engineering are published in this issue. The intended focus was presenting timefrequency signal processing applications to wireless communications and biomedical systems using evolutionary spectral
techniques and fractional Fourier transform methods.
Five of the papers in the issue present interesting techniques on time-frequency signal processing theory. A paper
in this category by L. Cohen introduces the concept of noise
field in a dispersive medium. In another paper, J. Oh et al.
present a method to reconstruct nonuniformly sampled
signals using evolutionary Slepian transform. Z. Yin and
W. Chen introduce an LFM signal detector based on the
fractional Fourier transform in their paper. Another paper
by A. Serbes and L. Durak-Ata discuss the eigenvectors of
the discrete Fourier transform. Finally the performance
analysis of high-resolution time-frequency analysis methods
is presented by I. Shafi et al.

We then have four exceptional papers on the applications
of time-frequency methods in communications. T. Konishi
et al. introduce a new reconfigurable add/drop multiplexer
using time-frequency domain processing. Channel estimation for high-mobility OFDM systems is presented for
MIMO case by E. Önen et al., and for Cooperative Relaying
Systems by E. Önen et al. in two papers. The final paper in
this category by S. Aldirmaz et al. discusses a new OFDMA
lattice structure via toroidal waveforms.
Finally, a third group of papers in this issue are concerned
with novel applications of time-frequency processing methods into biomedical engineering. M. Hassan et al. explore
the pregnancy and labor contractions using uterine EMG
signals. In another paper by J. Terrien et al., synchronization
between EMG at diﬀerent uterine locations is investigated.
Time-frequency analysis of swallowing accelerometry signals
is discussed by I. Orović et al. A paper is presented on data
reduction for event-related potentials by S. Aviyente et al.
Another paper in biomedical applications category by H. Li
et al. deals with noise and speckle reduction in Doppler blood
flow spectrograms. M. Hansson-Sandsten and J. Sandberg
present a method for the optimization of weighting factors
for spectrogram of event-related potentials. Then cerebral
hemodynamics of migraine suﬀerers using NIRS signals is
investigated by F. Molinari et al. A method is presented by
O. Talakoub et al. to approximate time-frequency representation of biosignals with chirplets. F. Tivive et al. introduce
a method to classify human gait based on radar Doppler
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spectrograms. Time-varying coherence and its application
to brain functional connectivity analysis are discussed by C.
Liu et al. The last paper in this group by P. Mitchell et al.
deals with cross time-frequency analysis of gastrocnemius
EMG signals in hypertensive and nonhypertensive subjects.
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